TigerView offers a complete digital workflow solution for image capture from almost all devices, image retrieval and viewing.

TigerView is a simple yet powerful imaging acquisition software to control and acquire images from all of the popular imaging devices that are used in the dental market.

The TigerView software is a complete image management system allowing you to acquire, store, view and share images and provides functionality that will significantly improve your work flow with better patient management and accurate diagnoses. Quickly and easily access all digital image files and share them with colleagues and patients. Image manipulation and specialty specific enhancement tools provide maximum information for minimum effort.

- DICOM 3.0
- Unmatched user-friendly interface
- One database for all imaging products
- Supports all sensors, digital pans, intro-oral cameras, film scanners all in one platform
- Multiple hardware manufacturer integration
- Multiple exam room viewing
- Dental specific tools and measurements
- Integrates with leading Dental Practice managemnt systems
- Cloud viewing on PC’s and iPad/iPhone’s along with Cloud backup
- CD burning with built-in CD viewer
- Customizable report generation
- Complete turn-key solution: set-up, staff training, and operation of digital x-ray has never been easier

Call us for an in-office demo today.
1-800-385-9593
TigerView Dental Imaging Platform

TigerView allows you to uniquely integrate and manage digital x-rays into your workflow leading to efficient patient education and patient care.

SPECIFICATIONS

**TigerView Functionality**
- DICOM 3.0
- DICOM send
- View DICOM header information
- DICOM CD/DVD import and archival
- DICOM CD/DVD burn functionality
- Ability to edit patient/study information
- Easy to filter, search and sort modality worklist
- Worklist search
- Lossless image compression
- Touchscreen friendly PAC
- Multiple hardware manufacture integration Dual-monitor friendly
- Customizable Report generation User customizable filters
- View images from any web-enabled PC with TigerView Cloud Multiple image viewing

**Measurement & Annotation Tools**
- Line Measurement
- Angle Measurement
- Automatic Calibration Tool
- Cropping
- Magnification and Zooming
- Window Leveling
- Colorized Density
- Image Negation
- Image Sharpening
- Image Marking and Text Box Features

**TigerView Cloud**
- Remote viewing
- Disaster recovery
- Multi-office and multi-provider sync
- Off-site Cloud storage/backup
- Centralized database
- Automatic software updates

**TigerView Open Architecture Device Acquisition**
- Direct Digital USB Sensors
- Intra-oral cameras
- Scanned Radiology/Phosphor Plate Systems
- Extra-oral cameras
- Digitized x-ray film

**EMR or Charting Bridging - Easy link from EMR**
- Proprietary bridges
- HL7
- DICOM modality worklists
- TigerLink

For complete product information, visit televeresystems.com